Speech recognition in bilaterally cochlear implanted adults in Tokyo, Japan.
The clinical effects of bilateral cochlear implantation (BCI) include binaural summation and better hearing under noise conditions. This study retrospectively examined the utility of BCI compared to unilateral cochlear implantation (CI) in adults. We investigated 34 adults who underwent BCI, comparing speech recognition between BCI and first CI under silent and noise conditions. We assessed correlations between speech recognition after first and second CIs, and between the interval from first to second CI surgery and speech recognition of second CI. Word recognition score (WRS) and sentence recognition score (SRS) were significantly better after BCI than after first CI under conditions of silence and noise. No significant correlation was found between speech recognition after first CI and that after second CI, or between inter-implant interval and speech recognition of second CI for either WRS or SRS. The utility of BCI in Japanese patients was shown. Patients have no need to be pessimistic about hearing after the second implantation even if speech recognition after the first implantation is poor. A long interval from first CI does not necessarily contraindicate contralateral implantation in adults.